Abstract-As the occurrence of failure of electronic resources is sudden, real-time record analysis on the effectiveness of all resources in the system can discover abnormal resources earlier and start using backup resources or restructure resources in time, thus managing abnormal situations and finally realizing health management of the system. This paper proposed an algorithm: MFPattern, for mining frequent closed resource patterns in resource effectiveness matrix. In order to improve the efficiency, MFPattern algorithm uses samplegrowth method and effective pruning strategies to guarantee mining all frequent closed patterns without candidate maintenance. Different from the traditional frequent closed pattern, MFPattern algorithm can mine resource combination patterns with all resources very effectively during work, those with simultaneous failure of resources and combination patterns in which some resources are very effective while some others have failure. The experimental result shows that our algorithm is more effective than existing algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since resources are the physical support of system, the effectiveness of resources will directly influence the effectiveness of the system. Due to the influence of environmental factors and performance degradation of materials, electronic resources in the system will inevitably experience the process of capability loss. The influence of external stress in the process of system operation might cause acceleration of the degradation process of electronic resources and even damage and failure in extreme situations. Due to the aggravation of degradation, if not found in time, resource fault might finally cause system failure. Therefore, research on resource effectiveness is the footstone of prognostics and health management [1] of the system. As the occurrence of failure of electronic resources is sudden, real-time record analysis on the effectiveness of all resources in the system can discover abnormal resources earlier and start using backup resources or restructure resources in time, thus managing abnormal situations and finally realizing health management of the system. Due to the great number of resources in system and the huge size of effectiveness value matrix of resources sampled in a period of time, how to mine the required resource pattern from these data efficiently is vital for health management of the system. The widely used data mining technology can mine various required knowledge from a lot of complex data. Frequent pattern mining [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] is an important branch of data mining technology. It can mine patterns meeting some rules and occurring frequently from huge data. However, this method has a disadvantage, i.e. existence of excessive redundancy modes. Literatures [11] [12] [13] [14] reduce redundant patterns for mining frequent closed pattern. The important feature of frequent closed pattern algorithm is reserving and detecting strategies with candidate item. However, when there are a great number of item-sets in data set, it will produce a lot of candidate item-sets and thus cause the breakdown of internal memory. Therefore, BIDE [15] algorithm proposed by Han et al. uses backward checking method to avoid frequent item reservation, thus it can improve the mining efficiency. However, when the data set is sparse, the method of backward checking has a low pruning efficiency, thus increasing the complexity of the algorithm. Then WIBE [16] algorithm proposed by Wang et al. judges frequent closed pattern based on item-set weight information detection. Specifically, all items in the current candidate item-set have the same weight, this pattern is the subset of a frequent closed gene pattern that has been output and can be pruned. However, if the data set is large or sparse, this algorithm needs to store a lot of weight information in the internal memory, which will influence its efficiency and cause the breakdown of internal memory. Pan et al. [17, 18] proposed a sample enumeration method of exploring enumeration space through recursive establishment and transposition of project database. Due to the lack of effective pruning strategy, the mining efficiency of this algorithm will be influenced when the number of samples is great.
To discover abnormity or failure in time, there should not be excessive sampling sites when the effectiveness value of resources is collected. There are two reasons as follows: (1) excessive sampling sites will influence the mining efficiency of the algorithm, thus causing the failure to report abnormal situations of resources in time;
(2) excessive sampling sites will influence the real-time property of the system, thus causing the failure to ensure normal operation of the system and finally influencing the health of the whole system. Based on the analysis above, this paper proposes an algorithm: MFPattern, for mining frequent closed resource pattern in resource effectiveness matrix using sample-growth method. In order to improve the mining efficiency, this algorithm uses effective pruning strategies to ensure the mining of all frequent closed patterns without candidate maintenance. MFPattern algorithm can mine the following three patterns: (1) resource combination pattern with very effective resources during system operation; (2) resource combination pattern with simultaneous failure of resources during system operation; (3) resource combination pattern in which some other resources will inevitably have failure during efficient operation of some resources.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Resource effectiveness matrix is defined as a twodimensional real matrix D R S = × , where row collection R represents the resource names set and column collection S refers to a set of different sampling sites. Element D ij of matrix D is a real-valued number which refers to the effective value (e.g. BIT value) of resource i under sampling site j. |R| is the number of resources in data set D and |S| is the number of sampling sites in data set D. For the convenience of mining, the original effective value in resource effectiveness matrix is generally discretized into 1, -1 and 0, where 1 represents resource health, 0 represents sub-health and -1 represents resource failure, as shown in table 1.
The relationship between two resources R 1 and R 2 can be defined as follows: (1) | -| R R is the number of sampling sites when R 1 is failure and R 2 is very effective.
Among three relationships above, the first one mines resource combination patterns in which resources are all very effective, i.e. there is a high efficiency when these resources work together; the second one mines resource combination patterns in which resources have failure together; in such patterns, potential reasons of failure can be found and decisions can be made for the use of backup resources; the third one mines resource patterns when some resources are very effective while some other resources have failure, in which potential unstable resources can be found and replaced earlier.
The mining purpose of MFPattern algorithm is to mine all frequent closed resource patterns in resource effectiveness data set, i.e. mine resource patterns without superset and with the same support which satisfies the threshold of support. To improve the mining efficiency of the algorithm, MFPattern algorithm mines frequent closed patterns using sample-growth without candidate maintenance. The mining process of this algorithm will be introduced in the next section.
III. THE MFPATTERN ALGORITHM
Most traditional methods for frequent closed pattern mining are based on row extension. There are two reasons as follows: (1) with row extension, apriori principle can be used to prune the current extended resource that not satisfying the support threshold in real time; (2) according to the definition of frequent closed pattern: if there is no superset with the same support as the current extended frequent pattern, the current extended frequent pattern is frequent closed pattern; it is more convenient to make closed judgment through mining with row extension; if there is no candidate itemset with the same support in all candidate item-sets of the current extended frequent pattern, the current frequent pattern must be frequent closed pattern.
However, there are some disadvantages of using row extension as follows: (1) resources might have three relations simultaneously. If the method of row extension is used for mining, the number of resource patterns produced will present 3 n increase in extreme situations, thus row extension increases the complexity of mining; (2) if there are many resources and a few sampling sites, the use of row extension will increase the number of iterations of the algorithm, thus influencing the time efficiency and space efficiency of the algorithm; (3) as resource sampling is dynamic, with the use of row extension, the support of resources will change when the column of original data increases, thus making the design of incremental frequent closed pattern mining algorithm
relatively complex. Therefore, MFPattern algorithm uses the method of sample-growth for mining. Before introducing how MFPattern algorithm mines frequent closed resource patterns without candidate maintenance in detail, we will first analyze mining strategies of existing frequent closed pattern mining algorithms briefly. Generally speaking, there are three strategies for mining frequent closed patterns: (1) it mines all frequent patterns firstly, and then outputs frequent closed patterns meeting the condition according to the definition of frequent closed pattern. This mining method is simple and visual, but has a low efficiency; (2) it mines frequent closed patterns with the method of real-time monitoring, i.e. store frequent closed patterns produced currently in the internal memory and compare each new pattern produced with frequent closed patterns stored in memory. If any frequent closed pattern in memory has the same support with the current extended pattern and is also the superset of the current extended pattern, then it stops the current pattern extension; if it is a new frequent closed pattern, update frequent closed patterns stored in the internal memory till finishing the mining of all frequent closed patterns. Such method can make pruning judgment for the current extended pattern in real time. However, as it is required to store all frequent closed patterns produced in the internal memory, it wastes the storage space. Meanwhile, each new frequent pattern produced is compared with frequent closed patterns in the memory, thus it reduces the mining efficiency; (3) it makes pruning judgment for the current extended frequent pattern with the method of backward checking. If the current candidate pattern is the subset of a frequent closed pattern that has been mined, the current extended pattern must have a prior candidate resource (which is candidate resource that has been extended) satisfying the definition of frequent closed pattern for pruning judgment. This method can avoid storing frequent closed patterns in the internal memory for pruning. However, if original data are sparse, the success rate of pruning will decrease and this backward checking method is time-consuming.
As resources in the system are effective in most cases, health management will be conducted in the case of failure. Therefore, the resource effectiveness matrix used in this paper is dense. MFPattern will mine frequent closed resource patterns with the method of samplegrowth and backward checking. The mining process of this algorithm can be divided into two steps: first, construct a sample weighted graph; then, mine all frequent closed resource patterns with the method of sample-growth.
A. Construct Undirected Sample Relational Weighted Graph
The method of mining patterns with sample weighted graph was first used in the mining of bicluster in MicroCluster algorithm [19] . Then, Wang et al. [20, 21] used sample weighted graph to mine bicluster and faulttolerant bicluster. MFPattern algorithm proposed in this paper will use undirected sample relational weighted graph (sample weighted graph for short, the same below) to mine frequent closed resource patterns. . Each vertex in vertex set V in the weighted graph represents a sampling site; if an edge exists between a pair of vertices, it means that there are resources with effectiveness relationship under two sampling sites represented by this pair of vertices. The collection of edge is expressed with E; the weight on each edge is resource collection with effectiveness relationship under two sampling sites connected with this edge. The weight set is expressed with W. Fig.1 shows the sample weighted graph corresponding to table 1. Weight on each edge is denoted as the set of effective resources under two sampling sites connected with this edge. The effective relationship among resources is obtained through the third relationship among resources defined in section two of this paper. 
B. Mine Frequent Closed Resource Pattern
This section will introduce how MFPattern algorithm mines frequent closed resource patterns in the sample weighted graph. For the convenience of designing effective pruning strategies, MFPattern algorithm adopts the depth-first principle. It is assumed that frequent closed resource patterns are mined from the sample weighted graph in Fig.1 is 0.6. It can be seen from the extension method above that the method based on sample-growth has a different process from the mining of frequent closed patterns with resource extension.
When using resource extension to mine, it produces the support of two item-sets and then extends to three and four item-sets, etc. According to Apriori principle, the support decreases with the increase of the number of resources in item-set. The size of frequent patterns (the number of resources in the pattern) mined under the same sample branch with the method of sample-growth arranges from large to small and the support of pattern increases progressively. As there are only two samples during the extension, with the increase of the number of samples, the number of resources satisfying the definition together under the sample must decrease. However, the support of resource pattern increases (because the number of samples increases). Therefore, when frequent closed resource patterns are mined based on resource extension, extension can terminate as long as the support of resource does not meet the threshold value. However, when patterns are mined based on sample-growth, it is necessary to continue the extension of sample set so long as the weight under the sample set extended is not null or not more than the minimum number of resources defined by users.
Definition 2. P is the current extended resource pattern. If all samples in S i and P have a link in the sample weighted graph and the number of intersections (expressed as S i .Resources) of weights of all join edges satisfies the number defined by users, S i is the candidate sample of P.
Definition 3. P is the current extended resource pattern. If S i and S j are candidate samples of P, but S i has been extended by P and S j has not been extended by P yet. For S j , S i is prior candidate sample of P.
It can be known from the descriptions of the definition above that, a candidate sample becomes prior candidate sample if it has been extended. According to the principle of mining frequent closed patterns with backward checking, if the resource under the current extended sample set is the subset of resources under a prior candidate sample or candidate sample, the resource pattern under the current extended sample must not be frequent closed resource pattern. For example, assuming that the order of sample extension is from S 0 to S 4 based on the name and the current extended sample set is S 0 S 1 , S 3 and S 4 are its candidate samples and S 2 is its prior candidate sample (i.e. mining of S 0 S 1 S 2 branch has been completed). If the current sample to be extended is S 3 Candidate samples meeting theorem 1 should be directly pruned and those not meeting pruning conditions should continue extension. However, whether the current extended pattern is output, should be judged according to the following output strategy (which actually meets the definition of frequent closed pattern):
Output strategy. Assuming that P is the current frequent closed pattern to be extended, M is candidate sample set of P and N is prior candidate sample set of P, if there is no candidate sample M i making P.Resource a subset of PM i .Resourcefor all candidate samples M i (M i ∈M) of P, P.Resource can be output.
Based on the analysis above, MFPattern algorithm can directly mine frequent closed resource pattern with the method of sample-growth without storing candidate frequent pattern in memory. In this section, we will make an experimental comparison on the mining efficiency and result of the algorithm above and existing algorithms. The hardware environment of the experiment is desktop computer: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo 2.53GHz CPU and 4G internal memory; the software environment is Microsoft Windows 7 SP1 operating system; the algorithm programming and operating environment is Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 SP6. Experimental data used in this paper is simulation data. To fully test the performance of the algorithm, we generate six data sets randomly. Each data set contains 35 sampling sites and 800 resources. Table 2 describes the proportion of 1, 0 and -1 in each row in each data set. In this section, MFPattern algorithm will be compared with MFPattern algorithm without pruning (denoted as MFPattern_nonpruning), Backward Checking algorithm, WIBE algorithm and WIBE2 algorithm. MFPattern_nonpruning algorithm uses the same mining method as MFPattern algorithm, i.e. mine frequent closed patterns with the method of sample-growth. Different from MFPattern algorithm, MFPattern nonpruning algorithm does not use pruning strategies described in Lemma 1, but mines with the method of full extension. Backward Checking algorithm uses backward checking method described in literature [15] and mines frequent closed patterns without storing frequent itemsets. WIBE algorithm uses pruning strategies described in literature [16] and can mine frequent closed patterns without candidate maintenance. WIBE2 algorithm uses the same pruning strategies as WIBE algorithm to mine frequent closed patterns. Different from WIBE algorithm, WIBE2 algorithm uses co-expression support for mining.
The mining efficiency of five algorithms above will be compared. To fully compare the extendibility of algorithms, we produce multiple groups of data sets with different numbers of resources and sampling sites in allusion to six data sets in Table 2 . Resources and sampling sites are selected according to the order of resources and sampling sites in data sets. Figs 3(a)-3(f) provide the comparison of operating time of five algorithms above under different data sets with 200 resources and 20 sampling sites. It can be seen from these figures that MFPattern and MFPattern_nonpruning algorithms can complete the mining process within 1 second and have more mining efficiency than other algorithms when the support is 0.75 and 0.5 under each data set. As Backward Checking algorithm judges frequent closed patterns with the method of backward checking, when the data set is dense (the proportion of 0 is low), it is necessary to frequently use backward checking strategy. Thus, the mining efficiency is low. Therefore, even when the support is 0.75, Backward Checking algorithm cannot complete the mining process in limited memory space under dense D 1 and D 3 data sets. When the support is 0.5, Backward Checking algorithm can only complete the mining process under data set D 4 with the lowest density of data. When the support is 0.25, only MFPattern and MFPattern_nonpruning algorithms can complete the mining process and other three algorithms cannot complete mining in limited memory space. As more frequent closed patterns can be produced when the support is low, pruning strategies used in
MFPattern algorithm can reduce the mining space of the algorithm. Thus, it has a higher mining efficiency than MFPattern_nonpruning algorithm. It is thus clear that the mining of frequent closed patterns with sample-growth is highly efficient and meanwhile pruning strategies used in MFPattern algorithm can improve the mining efficiency of the algorithm.
To further verify the extendibility of algorithms, Figs.4(a)-4(f) provide the comparison of operating time of five algorithms above under different data sets with 500 resources and 20 sampling sites. It can be seen that, similar to descriptions in Fig.3 , MFPattern and MFPattern_nonpruning algorithms have more efficiency than other algorithms under different supports in each data set. When the support is 0.25, pruning strategies used in MFPattern algorithm have more obvious advantages than other supports. Figs.5(a)-5(f) provide the comparison of operating time of MFPattern algorithm and other three algorithms under different data sets with 500 resources and 35 sampling sites. It can be seen that MFPattern algorithm has the fastest mining process under most data sets and supports. However, compared to the operating time in Fig.3 and Fig.4 , the operating time of MFPattern algorithm increases with the increase of the number of sampling sites. When the support is 0.55, as shown in Fig.5(c) and Fig.5(3) , MFPattern algorithm has a lower mining efficiency than WIBE algorithm. As both data sets are dense, MFPattern algorithm needs frequent pruning judgment, thus influencing the mining efficiency. When the support is 0.4, Backward Checking and WIBE2 algorithms cannot complete the mining process under all data sets in limited memory space. MFPattern algorithm can complete the mining process under sparse data sets D 2 and D 4 . V. CONCLUSION This paper proposed an algorithm mining frequent closed resource patterns from data effectiveness matrix with the method of sample-growth: MFPattern, which uses effective pruning strategies to guarantee the mining of all frequent closed patterns without maintaining candidate item-sets. Different from the traditional frequent closed pattern, MFPattern algorithm can mine resource combination patterns with all resources effectively during work, those with simultaneous failure of resources and combination patterns in which some resources are very effective while some other resources have failure. The experimental result shows that this algorithm is more efficient than existing mining methods of frequent closed pattern. However, mining on discrete data will cause the loss of original data information. Our next research direction is to mine frequent closed patterns related to resource health from real resource effectiveness data. 
